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HAROLD JOHN STANDFIELD, , Contractor, sworn and 

examined: 

CHAIRMAN: Have you received a summons under my hand to attend this 

meeting of the Committee?- A. Yes. 
Q. Is there an opening statement, or have you any documents you would like to

place before the Committee?- A. No. You put me in a bit of a spot to go in 

after Pat Knight. The thing I want you to understand is that I think I was the villain 

in the woodpile. This whole investigation originates around me. It originates from 

two very dishonest letters that were sent to the Commission on the financial 
management of the Kyogle Shire. Then those letters were made public in Sydney 
and Kyogle. On receiving them I immediately took legal action against Brown and 

Davis. That legal action was in full swing when I got word that the Kyogle shire in 
their wisdom had sent those two letters to the ICAC. It appears to me that the 

ICAC acted on those two letters, because that is all they have ever questioned me 
on - that is, those two letters. The figures that are in those two letters, which were 
that far wrong it is not_ funny, are what they published and printed about me in this 

little book, and also in this book. 

Q. That is the magazine that Mr Knight referred to?- A. Yes.
Q. I do not know how someone made those figures up - whether Sandra Davis

is totally incapable of adding up figures, and totally out of touch with the world. 
What it has cost me to learn the lesson and prove those figures wrong is a bit 

unreal, but I am under a difficulty today. My solicitor is not really happy for me 
even to talk to you. He seems to think this might be another racket to get me into 
more trouble. He is honest about it. 

Q. There is no compulsion for you to give evidence?- A. I have told him that

I would like to give evidence. If you like to read those tape records and so forth 

you will know that I cannot go any lower. I am at the bottom, so why worry? 

Q. You mentioned you had legal proceedings on foot, against a couple of
councillors? Is that the situation?- A. No, Brown the contractor. Councillor 

Davies is the councillor who wrote the letters. They are in the filing cabinet. I 
think that was what Collins was referring to, when he said he would not go back. 
The thing that rocked me in all this inquiry is that he never called councillor Davies 

to the box. I think if councillor Davies had been called she would have had to lie 

her head off to stay in the witness box. I do not know how many miles I have 

travelled and how much money I have spent, when in a matter of two days I was 

able to prove that both letters were completely wrong. If you see my handwriting, 

with my education, once I write something no-one else can. 
Q. ru I said, we cannot reconsider the findings or determinations, but simply see

whether the practices and procedures of ICAC can be improved. You heard the 

evidence of Mr Knight earlier. Is there anything you want to add to that?- A 

His evidence was a hard act to follow. 

Mr MUTCH: Have you any legal action at all pending in relation to these 

hearings in any form or fashion? Have you or your solicitor issued any proceedings 
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against another person?- A. It all depends whether I have money to continue it. 

This editor here asked me nicely not to proceed against him. I went to Brisbane 

to look at another thing, and when I walked up to the receptionist she said 'Who 

do you want to see?' and I said 'Mr So and so'. She said, 'I don't think he wants 

to see you any more'. I said 'What has happened to me? He had better see me'. 

She said, 'I will ask him'. So when I walked in he handed me this book. He said 

'I don't want to talk to you'. I had not seen the book. When I read it through I 

said 'How do you know it's me?' He said 'I know you were caught down there'. So 

I came straight home and I rang this editor and he told me straight out that he was 

given it by ICAC to print but in his wisdom he said 'I have taken all your names out 

of it: I thought it was a terrible criminal thing to say about anyone'. This is an 

Australian magazine and this was Australia-wide. So he admitted that he took my 

name and the shire's name out of it. I said, 'Where did you get the letters?' He 

said ICAC and me mucked around with it and we got those'. I said 'At least you 

could have got the right machines to put in'. That is a 762A. It says here that I 

bought a new machine. I have over the years bought two or three new machines, 

but that machine came from Warwick Shire and it was eight years old. I have, I 

suppose, over the time, bought five or six hundred machines. I do not know what 

this little article will cost me: people do not want to talk to me, because they still 

think, and Mr Collins still says, that I am guilty. 

Q. I saw the recommendation?- A I have not been cleared of those.

Q. They are still outstanding?- A. The other thing I want to make sure, if you

will really understand, I have not spoken to Pat Knight, only asking to be sure and 

come forward, because I have been pestering David to get you gentlemen up here. 

What Pat says is exactly what I wrote down last night. The only thing is I am sure 

I could answer a lot of questions that Pat Knight cannot, or did not today properly, 

because after 45 years of experience in the field I know exactly what happens on the 

job. Pat Knight was caught with his pants down because he is in the office and we 

go out on the job. We have a foreman and an overseer and all these blokes, and 

if there is something wrong we usually solve it ourselves. If it gets really serious and 

there is going to be a lot of money involved, we will then ask Pat Knight to come 

and have a look. I have worked on shires from Newcastle to Drayton, west to St 

George, Glen Innes, and Inverell: I have worked on a lot of shires and I have never 

struck a shire that is run as hard as this one. I wish you would get down to using 

the word 'plant hire'. There is such a difference between plant hire and plant 

tender that it is not funny. When you call a tender you are buying and you are in 

trouble, but when you want plant hire, I suppose every second week I have filled in 

a plant hire form. It is only a hire. I was involved in the railway one here. They 

ask you for plant hire and you give them a price. There is nothing binding in it. 

He rings and if I am in a bad mood and think 'I don't want to work for you', I just 

say 'I am busy'. There is nothing illegal about putting in a thousand plant hire 

quotes on any machines you want. This is what Mr Collins could not seem to 

understand. I am a ordinary contractor and I do tenders. In my time, as far as I 

know, there have been three actual quotes for plant and gravel haulage ever called 

by Kyogle shire, and I have won the three of them. That may be a coincidence or 
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it may be I am going broke, but if you win a quote you are no hero. You are 

probably the most worried bloke in town because of the fact that once you win it 

you have to do it. This is what the whole things revolves around. You cannot have 

someone like Collins coming around. He questioned Phil Thew the shire clerk for 

some six or seven hours about how a job operates, about how the job at Wiangaree 

was done. Phil Thew had never seen the original little docket that starts the whole 

thing off when you go off on a plant hire, the pay slips you get, and so on. 

CHAIRMAN: We cannot re-hear the issues?- A. I definitely think that this 

ICAC was a really good idea, but you certainly cannot give it to people who are not 

nice people to run it. It is hard to believe. Do you know what an elevator scraper 

is or an open bowl scraper? Do you know what a twin power is? 
Mr MUTCH: The point you are making is that the people presiding should at 

least have expertise available to them?- A. At least people who have been on the 

job. I do not think that at any time you can have a barrister coming from the city 

and riding over the top of you. I think we had 14 days of this drivel going on before 
he called me. I have still never been excused from being called. I feel like a 

deserter. When complaints are put in, pretty bad complaints, by people like Sandra 

Davis, Mat Brown, Noel Piggott, and Berwen Smith, ICAC should spend a few 

hours investigating these complaints and letters. I am sure they would find that 

these people are very dishonest people, which has been proven. I have spent a lot 

of money but I have proved that everything they have said is absolutely wrong. If 
you read Mr Collins's book, if you can read between the lines, of all the things I 

have been accused of I have been acquitted, bar the two that are at the back. This 

could have saved thousands and thousands of dollars. I would say that the shire has 

done half a million on it, and is still doing money on it, because it is a stupid thing. 

The other one, I had to go to court and I went, and he kept me for some 14 days. 

I could not leave. I asked a couple of times if I could leave, and he said 'You 

cannot leave'. I have not sent in an expense sheet yet, and I am still wondering 

what he will offer me for those 14 days of hell, listening to your name going down 

the drain, and reading it in the paper in the morning was not nice. In all fairness 

to anyone, there should not be any publication of personal papers or financial 

statements or anything of that kind, until you are proved guilty. None of that should 

come out in the public until you are proved guilty or they have a charge on you. 

As I have told a few people, Hitler if he found you were a Jew put you in the gas 

chamber, and that finished it. This has not been finished. It is going on and on and 

on and I am still suffering for it. 

Q. Can I ask you about the recommendation here, that consideration be given

to charging you with offences under the ICAC legislation. It is eight months since 

this report was published in February 1992. Have you received any indication as 

to what might now happen?- A. We are desperately trying to force that one way 

or the other. We have been for months. I am sick of it. There is definite proof 

there on the whole thing. We hope he would charge me. 

Q. So you have written letters to the ICAC asking to know your position, or
your solicitor has written?- A. The legal man. That is the bit he is upset 

about. 
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Q. What is their response?- A. The last he told me was that ICAC still

has had nothing to say. They had to put in a submission, which they have not 

done yet. 
Q. You are still being kept in suspense?- A. They will not even send me

-. You see these pay slips, daily dockets, you fill them in. Your operator and 

overseer sign them. Those forms are where all the stupidity came from. 

Q. Were you saying that documents had not been returned from ICAC?

A. I had to pay to have the shire reproduce these. I gave them all these so

that they would understand. On the heading it shows what machine, and it has 

the job numbers on it. This ICAC, Sandra Davies and them, did not have 

enough sense to look there and take off the other machines. I have more than 

one machine. 

CHAIRMAN: I think Mr Mutch asked you whether as far as you know you 

have not been charged as yet?- A. No, I have not. 

Q. Have you a document there?- A. No, this is what I wrote down to

remind myself. Everything I have here, Pat raised. He got all the wickets. 

Mr GAUDRY: You turned somewhat on the difference between plant hire 

and tender. You might explain that?- A. Page 10, quotation was received on 

Friday for an open-bowl scraper, approximately 15 metres. If you wanted to put 

that hire in, and you read down a little further, you had to get what the job was 

for. That to the average contractor meant nothing. There is no saying where 

that job was. The only way I could find out anything was to go the shire, and 

first up I went to Harry Grayson. Harry and I disagreed on it, because what I 

was looking at, when you talk about a 14 metre scraper, you are talking of a 200 

or 300 horsepower tractor, and I know there is not one around. So when I 

pointed that out to Harry, when he started telling me the specs, he asked me 

if I would tell Pat Knight. I told him, and in the finish Pat said more or less, 

'Well, put in what you think'. Every other one put in small plant, and there are 

a couple of big ones. How did they all find out they did not do the same as I 

did? Mr Collins wanted to make out that I had inside information. I did the 

same as anyone else did, and put in quotes for it. 

Q. The difference between hire and tender?- A. Yes. The tender is only

a quote. It is not a tender. 

The Hon. J. BURNSWOODS: It is not subject to the legal requirements of 

a tender?- A. It is subject to nothing. 

Q. They go into a box and the box will be opened under supervision?- A.

Yes. The quote was put in properly. 

Q. You lost the bid? Was the bid crucial?- A. I could have dropped out

of that next morning, as soon as I received that letter to say that I had it, I 

could have said 'Look, go and get someone else. I have heard your job is no 

good or you are not paying, or something'. I possibly should have dropped out 

of it, because the weather was too wet. It was a shocking time to start the job. 

I think we would start the job on the 14th or the 15th, the day of the meeting. 

When you went to see Harry, that was part of the job. We had to start 
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immediately and had to have the machine on in five days from the acceptance, 

to start. 

The Hon. S. MUTCH: That is a tremendously rapid start time? Had that to 

do with the fact of spending that money quickly?- A You should ask Pat 

that. My greatest time in life is the last three or four months for government 

contracts, because we know they have to spend the money and we usually put 

ourselves up 10 or 20 per cent. We know they have to use us. It is too stupid. 

I have been on a lot of forestry jobs where they come and ask us to spend the 

money. Naturally when someone comes and asks us nicely we put the money 

up. We are always friendly with the engineers. 
Q. If we go off that for a moment to the actual way in which you were

contacted and investigated, did you feel you were dealt with fairly in the 
investigation phase?- A It would be a lie to say Yes. 

Q. I expected you to say how you felt about it?- A The first notification
I got - I do go to the bowling club now and again - was that I got word at a 

quarter to six that I had to be home and not run away, the ICAC wanted me. 
I thought they were going to put an end to Davidson and Brown's letters. So I 

rushed away home. He arrived at about 20 past six, the investigator, and he 

started questioning me, and I made a statement then in Kyogle Chambers. He 

was asking me stupid questions, but he was reading a bit of paper. He asked 

me how did the Kyogle shire come to give me free diesel and lubricants for the 

Wiangaree job. I said 'You are joking, aren't you?' He said 'Didn't you get it?' 

I said 'I think the shire owes me a 20-litre drum of oil which they never 

replaced'. Their machine broke down and I gave them 20 litres of oil. I did not 

tell Pat about that. When I finally got the statement through the Court, he was 

reading out of Piggott's statement that he got the day before, and he was asking 

me the questions out of that. I would answer them. So there is no way in the 
world they were not investigating on the two letters and Piggott's report. That 

is what they investigated me on. I know Mr Piggott. He has always been the 

greatest dabber and trouble-maker. He always comes to the job after you have 

started it and he will go to the boss and say 'I could do that for half that price. 

I could have had it all done now', or something like that. He is bred that way. 

You don't take any notice. That is where ICAC has become a great thing for 

a chap like Piggott, or Davies and Brown. They want to cut loose. They might 

want to ruin your business. All they have to do is put in a very bad statement 

to ICAC as far as I can see, and they will come and investigate what it is all 

about. 

Q. You feel that there is enough done to investigate the truth of that sort

of allegation or statement, by the ICAC?- A To investigate them? I 

certainly would not be spending the money I have been spending on legal fees 

if I did not think it was damaging, the first two about me. 

Q. What you are saying is that in a business sense the ICAC could be used

to discredit other business people? Do you feel that?- A I don't know. I 

was invited by the army for six weeks as a consultant to two thirds of the 

Australian Engineering course, as a consultant to advise them, just a few months 
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before this job started. I was on top of the world. But now people do not want 

to talk to me. I missed it. I just regarded it as an embargo on the RTA job. 

All those engineers wanted to talk to me about was 'How the hell did you get 

caught with this ICAC? What have you got to watch out for?' That is all they 

want out of me now. They are very nervous about going on the job, and they 

are still afraid as ICAC is still following me. I am too. 

Q. You are concerned about the veracity of the original information

provided to ICAC being never tested in an open forum?- A. They demanded 

everything. I gave them a couple of box-fulls. I went to the solicitor and got 

a copy of my legal proceedings that I had started. I went to the accountant and 

got all the accounting figures, and gave it all to them. 

Q. Did your solicitor appear with you?- A. After three days.

Q. Did he tell you to be forthcoming, or did he tell you basically not to give

anything away? How did he tell you to approach the court?- A. I did not 

know I was going to be investigated. If you read the first day, what Mr Collins 

and Mr Maxwell said, I nearly died; I could not believe it. I was just sitting 

there listening to it, and I heard what he said about Bonalbo. I know Bonalbo 

pretty well. I thought this could not be true. So on the second day it went on 

again with Geoff Zodiac, and I walked outside - I am probably <lobbing the 

solicitor in now - and Mr Norrish and the solicitor were standing outside, and 

I said to them 'Listen, this seems to be a bit of trouble coming up here for me'. 

The solicitor said 'You can't talk to me'. I said, 'Bull. You are the solicitor I 

was using'. He called Norrish back, and Norrish looked at the solicitor and said 

'Listen mate, you don't need a solicitor: you need a QC'. So I went then and 

rang a solicitor from Lismore whom I had handling this matter in the first place, 

and he came over next day and he nearly died. It was going on for about ten 

days, with all these remarks being made. So I got in the witness box, and the 

first thing they hit me with was that bank statement, and they thought they had 

a winner there. I am denying it. It was not a true statement. I borrowed 

money not long ago, and when I went to borrow the money, what the bank 

manager said about me at that time, to get that bank document I have to get 

a court order. It is not for publication, and that is the document that is printed 

in that book. It is an internal bank document. If some time you want to 

borrow money, it is what the bank manager writes to his boss about you. 

Q. Are you saying that you have not been able to get a copy of the

statements referred to, in full?- A. I have a photostat of it right now. To get 

these original documents, I have to have a court order. If you go down to the 

bank and ask for them, you do not get them. 

Mr TURNER: You referred to figures?- A. That book, if you read the 

figures in it, how Sandra Davies came up with those figures I'll never know. 

They are in her letter there. This book is so far wrong. It is absolutely ridicu

lous. 

Mr ZAMMIT: You had a solicitor and a barrister or a QC?- A. No, after 

three days I had a solicitor. We are getting advice from a barrister. 

Q. You had a solicitor at the hearing?- A. After three days.
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Q. Who was that?- A. Mat Riley, from Lismore. He did not instruct a

barrister? He just appeared for you?- A. Yes. 

Q. Did he at any time say you needed a barrister?- A. We certainly did

not discuss it. We did not realise for the first. We felt there must be a turning 

point somewhere. You cannot believe that so much dishonesty and rot can go 

on without an end to it. 

Q. Did you say that you were in the witness box for three days?- A. No.

Part of one day and the next day and part of the next day. 

Q. So you were for three part days in the witness box?- A. One full day.

Q. Your solicitor was with you only on the full day?- A. I was the second

last one called. I was called on the second last day. They had gone on with all 

this about me for ten days or so before they gave me a chance. I was sitting 

there like a sitting duck. 

Q. Perhaps you can help me. You went to court and sat there and heard

your name being mentioned. Did you not at any time go and see a solicitor and 

say 'This looks serious'?- A. On the third day I did. 

Q. Your solicitor came on the third day and stayed with you and listened to

what was going on?- A. There were a few days he did not come because 

solicitors do not come for nothing. 

Q. I understand that. He was with you for most of the time, was he?- A.

I would say half the time. 

Q. Did he at any time say to you, 'This looks pretty serious, perhaps you'd

better get some help'?- A. No. he did not. We had all the proof. We had 

already done the case before the ICAC ever came into it. We had all the proof, 

we had witnesses and all lined up for the case I had already started. Mat knew 

exactly. He had all the documents. I had to prove to Mat beforehand that 

what I was telling about when I bought the scraper - you see, the scraper, 

apparently to some people, came here three or four weeks before I ever bought 

it. So I must have been lucky I got in one night on it. I had gone over to Dave 

Rosenberg, and I have an account at four o'clock in the morning to take a bank 

cheque and give me an agreement to remove the scraper out of a yard, and his 

name was Dave Rosenberg. We had all we wanted. We had the evidence. 

Q. Suppose we come back onto the track. I am trying to understand why

your solicitor may not have said to you 'This is building up into a pretty serious 

case; you may need additional help apart from myself. Did he say that at any 

stage?- A. I cannot see why he would say it to me. 

Q. How much do you think this is going to cost you, or has cost you so

far?- A. Counting the days, it is $170,000. 

Q. It has cost you $170,000?- A. No, he told me. Talking to Mat the

other day I said 'I will sell my house'. He said, 'I have not charged you yet'. 

This is a fact. 

Q. Do you mean the loss of contracts and that type of thing?- A. The

accountant said I am down $170,000 now in loss, without any legal expenses. 

Reilly has told me not to sell my house but to wait until I have a bit more. 

That is how serious it has become for me. I have sold my vehicles, and I have 
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sold the scraper; I thought I had better get it out of the district. I bought it for 

$51,000 and I sold it for $57,000. 

Q. Can you keep separate the cost of running your business and the cost of

your legal representation?- A. He has not charged me. 
Q. Have you any idea how much it is going to cost you?- A. $20,000 -

perhaps more than $30,000 - a week's work for those barristers and lawyers 

sitting there. 
Mr TURNER: You say you were there for three days before it dawned upon 

you that a case might be building against you?- A. Yes. 
Q. Before that three days or immediately prior to the hearing did any

representative of ICAC come up and talk to you, that you may need legal 
advice, or that you may be wise to seek out legal counsel?- A. As far as 

ICAC and I went, I thought I had AIDS. They definitely did not seem to want 

to come near me. And another thing -
Q. You are saying to me that nobody from ICAC in the three days you sat

there or immediately prior to the hearing, after the hearing was advertised for 
instance, nobody from ICAC came to you and said that you should consider 

legal representation?- A. Never. They still have not said it. 
CHAIRMAN: Did they explain to you your status in terms of the hearing, 

that you were an affected person?- A. There was no mention of that 
anywhere. There are a couple of letters there, just telling me that I had to 

appear. You have just done exactly the same thing: that is what is making me 
suspicious. You have done exactly the same thing. You have hit me with an 
order that I had. After he did finally give me that privilege; because he 

reckoned I was telling lies, during the hearing he gave me that. That is another 
thing. I seemed to be treated - I am sure that Collins and Maxwell said that 

I was a criminal, and they came here with the precise reason that I had been 
bribing Pat Knight. Harry Grayson, I wish he was here, was the main bloke. 
He was a plant hire man or works overseer or that. When you go in to see him 
you do not go to Pat, you go to Harry. They seemed to think we had something 
going, and I can tell you now that I have had three beers in my life, and that 
was that night, and here goes for the next one. I did not find out, but Harry 

was a bloke that had an alcohol problem and would not drink with you. 

Q. In this finding here, they actually find that in terms of the whole scraper

thing, you were just pursuing business interests?- A. If you can read that into 

that, I have been cleared anyway of what you have just said, you are reading 

pretty good. 

Q. It said:

Nevertheless, the part that Murphy Standfield plays prior to the selection of
a scraper and subsequently in continuing to work the scraper, apparently with

the satisfaction of all concerned, cannot be criticised.

?- A. The one thing that really annoys me about this whole job, and Pat
too, is that the job came in at $220,000 under DMR estimates. Where has the 
credit been given in any article anywhere, that maybe we did a pretty fair job? 

He says in there that the scraper was never in that hire. I did the five weeks. 
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I took the scraper voluntarily off this job because of the wet weather. If you 
doubt me, just look at the time sheets. I took it off myself. There was $2,500 

or something left, and on the job there is a bad set of pipes. I knew if we went 
away and it flooded those pipes it would wash away, so I went to Harry Grayson 
and said 'Put me off B rate' - which is what you are paid when you are doing 
nothing: a lot of people get that. I went off it so that I could go back and cover 
these pipes. When I went back someone had let all my tyres down, after seven 
or eight days - a temporary machine. I went back and covered them. That is 
how the job came to flow on. In the meantime Ron Smythe - I did not know 
Ron then but I do now - came up and gave Shire me the DMR rates rest of 
the money to finish the earthworks. I was the only plant on there that was not 
under hire. All the rest was all hired but not under a quote. I was probably the 
only one that was on DMR rates under the plant hire schedule. 
There is one other thing I want to bring up to show you what can happen in 
these things. About half way through it I go home at night and my wife has a 
letter on the table and she said, 'You have a very funny letter there'. I went to 
read it, and I could see it was rather a funny sort of letter, so I picked it up and 
put on the light better so that I could see it, and I read it. It was a threatening 
letter. It had a hacksaw blade across 'Bleed your bloody self with this' and 
'Destroy yourself and so on. The letter is there if you want to read it, if you 
can read it. I immediately rang the police and got the police out. He picked 
it up and took it. I went straight next morning to ICAC and it happened to be 
a day in the week, I think Thursday, when they took off. I went to Jan Daley 
and I said 'What's going on here?' and she said 'Go and see Mr Herman'. I 
went and saw Mr Herman and Herman said 'I'll ring the police'. I said, 'What's 
the good of ring the police? I have gone to the police. I got the police last 
night. I want some action here. This is threatening'. I have one gentleman in 
town who has had four goes at killing me. This has been through court. He 
said 'I'll ring the police'. I said 'Don't be stupid. I've already been to the 
police.' I walked outside and ran into the local D, and the local D said 'I don't 
know what we can do about this'. I said, 'I'm sitting up there as a sitting duck. 
He could walk into the room and shoot me. He would do anything.' They did 

nothing more about that letter, and the next thing I saw the police and he 
walked up to me and said 'You're still alive! We've got a book going that Matt 
Brown will shoot you'. 

Q. Who said that?- A. The police. Two days after I walked in, in front
of three or four police, and one bloke real smart came out and said 'Oh, you're 
still alive! Brown hasn't shot you. I'm losing my bet.' I told him then that I did 
not really appreciate these goings on. On the second page of the newspaper 
clippings that Pat gave you, he promised that in no way would witnesses be 
threatened or anything like that, yet I am still wearing that. I was going to bring 
you the hacksaw blade. 

Q. You got a threatening letter, and ICAC did not take any action? The
police treated it jokingly. That is what you are saying, is it not?- A. I have 
spent quite a lot of money on that case too. I still want that case solved. 
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Q. Is there anything else you would like to add to this?- A I would hate

to see ICAC get torn up. I would like to see you get someone in with these 

cases. I am quite sure that the average reasonably intelligent person could have 

solved the Kyogle case in one day by just going to the witnesses, to the dobbers, 

and say 'Listen, have you got any proof whatsoever of any of this you have 

written?' They would have had to admit that they were total lies. It is all there. 

CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr Standfield. 

(The witness retired) 
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DAVID WILLIAM LOVELL, of  farmer, sworn and 

examined: 

CHAIRMAN: Is there an opening statement you would like to make?- A. 

I have a statement I would like to read. 

Q. Would you read that now?- A. Yes. I would like to ensure that I

acknowledge that I have received a summons from the Chairman of the Joint 

Committee. 

Statement follows, 13 pages. 

Statement was extended by interpolated reading of letters referred to in the 

statement. Page 10 of the submission, where copy was unreadable, and 

page 11, appear as a transcribed page 10 of the submission. 
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I now wish to deal quickly with some specific instances 
relating to the ICAC. The first shows the continuing shadow 
cast by the inquiry. It relates to Mr Harry Grayson, 
previously the council's works engineer, and a man who has 
spent his life in local government with a reputation, until 
this enquiry, second to none. 

Allegations of bribery were made against him by one 
Matthew Brown about whom all I wish to say is that this 
Committee should read his evidence in the transcript and make 
up its own mind. 

Mr Commissioner Collins on page 46 of the report makes a 
finding of 'not proved' in relation to these allegations. On 
pages 75 and 76 Commissioner Collins again deals with Grayson 
and again makes no adverse finding. But reading both these 
passages he has successfully destroyed Harry Grayson's 
reputation, mainly by insinuation and casting aspersions. 

I realise we can do nothing here or indeed anywhere else 
about these findings. In June this year the council 
engineer, Pat Knight, put on Harry Grayson for a number of 
days to set up the pavement management system rating for 
1992. This is a highly technical activity required by the 
RTA and which Mr Grayson had set up for the previous two 
years. The information that he gathered was then to be 
passed on to a junior engineer. 

On reporting this matter, as a matter of course, to 
council, the majority of whom were not elected councillors at 
the time of the ICAC inquiry, the engineer was directed to 
immediately sack Harry Grayson, and never to employ him 
again, and presumably strongly criticised in a close session 
immediately following. So the effect of the ICAC hearing in 
relation to Harry Grayson was not only to ruin his 
reputation, but to deprive him of the ability to earn a 
living and all this when the inquiry made no adverse 
finding concerning him. 

The most basic maxim of common law is that a man is 
innocent until proved guilty and it is disappointing to see 
the council follow the lead of ICAC in abandoning this 
principle. 
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CHAIRMAN: I was interested in your opening comments about the conduct 
of the inquiry . Do you think it was appropriate that it was held in the Court 

House? Did you get the feeling that it was a court of law?- A The reason 
I stated that I used to practise was to indicate that I had some basic knowledge. 

It probably did not impress me greatly. Certainly when you are dealing with an 
unsophisticated audience that does not see this kind of thing every day, yes, it 
impressed them greatly. 

Q. If the same inquiry had been held in Strathfield or a suburb of
Newcastle?- A By 'the same inquiry' you mean this specific inquiry related 

to the Kyogle Council? 
Q. Is it the social impacts that are so difficult to grasp and adjust to in a

small country town, and is the methodology itself the major problem?- A I 
think it is fair to say that people in a town like Kyogle do not understand the 
methodology. They do not see the difference between a court hearing and an 
ICAC hearing. This can be shown in a number of instances. For example, 
when Mr Maxwell, counsel assisting the Commission, put his closing arguments, 
which of course were to try to persuade Mr Commissioner Collins to find 
corrupt conduct in a number of cases, and those arguments were published in 
the paper, a very high percentage of the community thought that was the ICAC 
report. They thought those were the conclusions that Commissioner Collins had 
come to, particularly as this final report did not come out until January 1992. 
As I said, the hearings concluded in August. I think that is the kind of mix-up 
that can happen in a country town. Are you referring more to the psychology 
of the whole thing? 

Q. No, just to the fact that the exposure in a country town atmosphere, and
also the lack of understanding of the process itself, may create a far greater 
impact and a more enduring impact on peoples' reputation than in a city 
environment.?- A That is certainly true where people know their neighbours. 
They know most of the people in town. This is not a big town, and Bonalbo is 
even smaller. The kind of waves that this thing creates puts people against 
other people. Some people believe one way and some the other way, and their 
belief is not the result of examining all the elements carefully to make a 

decision. It might be some unconscious remark they heard in the golf club. I 

don't suppose you can do anything about that subconscious thought anywhere. 
In a country town it is a lot different from a city where you probably do not 

know the people one street away. 
Q. Going back to the procedural matter of ICAC, and coming from that

background of the law yourself, where do you see that major changes are 
required?- A Do you mean in relation to my criticism of the way witnesses 

were handled? 
Q. Yes?- A I cannot see that there is any real problem. I could not see

any point in the way large numbers of witnesses were kept hanging around for 

days and days. As I said, Bonalbo is only an hour away. It is not usually 
difficult to organise your witnesses. Certainly there were quite a few in this 
case, nevertheless they did not come forward one witness at a time passing the 
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bucket from hand to hand. It was a matter of jumping all over the place 

anyway. So what was the point of having lots of people standing around when 

they could have been at home or working on their job? It seemed to me to be 

typical of the way ICAC treated people. They did not care that those people 

were standing outside the court day after day after day. It did not matter to 

them. The prime object was to prosecute this case, and it was prosecuted. 

Q. As an observer with legal background, do you feel that the people at the

hearing were adequately represented?- A. The short answer is No. The long 

answer is that they did not know what they were accused of. They did not know 

whether they required legal counsel. From day to day, from hour to hour, their 

position may change from what they thought was being an independent witness, 

and all of a sudden they were accused. Legal costs are very high, and no doubt 

in relation to one particular employee of council, Lex Moss, I would not be able 

to afford his costs without selling my farm. People are frightened to go out and 

grab a solicitor, and grabbing a barrister from Sydney as well. You do not do 

that unless your life is threatened: perhaps it was. They did not understand 

that. 

Mr ZAMMIT: What costs did Mr Moss incur?- A. His wife is here and 

I am sure she will he able to tell you. I presume they would exceed $20,000 and 

perhaps exceed $30,000. 

Q. When you were reading your statement you said that you were going to

say more about Mr Mat Brown. I don't remember that you did?-

CHAIRMAN: You suggested that the Committee read the transcript of his 

evidence?- A. I am quite prepared to make specific remarks about Mr 

Brown's evidence. The allegation of bribery that was made against Mr Harry 

Grayson, the then works engineer of the council, was made by contractor Mr 

Mat Brown. All I am saying is that in the report Mr Commissioner Collins 

indicates that he found Mr Brown to be a witness of truth, from time to time. 

But in fact if you read the transcript you will find that Mr Brown was caught 

out in an awful lot of things that were not the truth, whether from time to time 

or otherwise, and yet despite that, although there was no definite finding against 

Mr Grayson, all I ask you to do is to read the report in relation to what he said 

about Mr Grayson, and if you do not come away with a belief that Mr Grayson 

had some guilt, despite the fact that Mr Collins says that he will not make a 

finding, then I think that you are lacking in understanding. 

Q. So for any future matter that may arise in any country town, what is the

advice that you would like to give to the Committee, that we can consider?

A. I would certainly say, in relation to a matter that involves local government, 

one of the first things to look at would be, What is the basic nature of the 

council in that country town? I have tried to suggest that the nature of the 

Kyogle Shire Council was one of being extremely open. I thoroughly believe 

that. I have tried to suggest that had any allegations of any form of corrupt 

conduct been provided to the council, the council would have investigated them. 

That was not done. The allegations were hidden. The councillors making those 

allegations sat around the table for some years after making the allegations, 
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without telling any of the other councillors or indeed anyone except the ICAC, 

that they were making these allegations. It seems to me that the use of ICAC 

in relation to a situation like this was basically inappropriate in relation to the 

way that ICAC conducts inquiries. I think that there are many far cheaper and 

far better ways that these matters could be dealt with. 

Mr TURNER: I think, Mr Lovell, that when Mr Maxwell made his submis

sions, and they were reported, they would be taken to be the findings of the 
Commission. So I take it the counsel's submissions were made in public?- A 

Yes. 
Q. It simply represented the lawyers' points of view, whether they appeared

as counsel assisting or for the parties?- A Of course. 
Q. It would have been better if those submissions had been reduced to

writing?- A It seems to me that I recall the closing submissions made by Mr 

Maxwell were made in an open situation, and verbally. I think that the 
submissions made by the other legal counsel were made in writing and simply 
handed up. As far as I understand it, it made little difference I suppose in that 
the submissions were made in Sydney at the end of the hearing, and Mr 

Maxwell's final submissions were made available to the press and they were 

published the next day in the paper. 
Q. It makes a difference if the submissions are made in writing, and not

published until the report is made by the Commissioner?- A Yes. I would 

certainly think that would be preferable. 
Q. We have been handed a copy of the Express Examiner of 3/9/91. You

would have had a copy of it. 'The barrister assisting the Independent Com
mission against Corruption has recommended a range of actions against Kyogle 
Shire Council staff and certain shire residents'?- A Even reading that 
paragraph - 'The barrister assisting the Independent Commission against 

Corruption', it almost makes it appear that that is the finding. 
CHAIRMAN: Are there any further questions arising from that? Thank you 

very much Mr Lovell. 

(The witness retired) 
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ANTHONY LAZAR EDES, of , practising pharmacist, sworn 

and examined: 

CHAIRMAN: Do you acknowledge receipt of the summons?- A. Yes. I 

have been a former councillor of the Kyogle Shire Council and I would like to 

place on record now that I appreciate the fact that this Parliamentary inquiry 

is being held in Kyogle. It is a necessary thing. I concur with the remarks of 

the previous witness David Lovell. I am not quite as verbose as David; I have 

a reputation for being short and to the point. 

In reference to the Kyogle inquiry, the ICAC would have finished earlier if 

all concerned had knowledge of local government. It was fully obvious to all 

from the outset that they had none. A preliminary hearing should have been 

held first. With all due respect to the legal profession, if business people or 

those people concerned with local government - engineers or shire clerks and 

auditors - could have been co-opted to be in charge, with particular business 

expertise, then hearings could have been shorter. We all know that time is 

important and costly to all concerned. The money would have been much 

better spent on our road system. 

It is quite obvious that citizens could make wild accusations without proof, 

thereby tarnishing reputations which can only be cleared in a court. The above 

preliminary hearings should have been closed to the public, to establish first if 

the hearing should continue. 

In Kyogle's case the engineer should have been commended for finishing the 

Wiangaree deviation under budget, and for making the correct decisions in 

regard to plant. His subsequent actions were endorsed by council at the time 

after his report to council. 

All this time through this inquiry, at about the second meeting, I had just 

been elected as a councillor and this business came up. I am a practising 

pharmacist and I have always been of the opinion that I have a lot of expertise 

in accounting and so forth. When it came to engineering, and especially buying 

plant, I had to listen to professionals, people who were concerned with this type 

of thing. Bob Standfield was a fellow councillor. His brother Murphy had over 

the time done a lot of work for Kyogle Shire Council, and everyone in the room 

knew the whole association of Bob and his brother. It is a small country town. 

Everybody knows everybody's business - probably too much so - and in great 

depth. Everybody knew that, and the charges of pecuniary interest against Bob 

I found totally disgusting. 

In reference to that, Bob had a lot more to put into that discussion than I 

would have done, and I appreciated his views, because he dealt with machinery 

and I did not. I listened to the engineer's report, and as I said earlier he should 

have been commended for his results. It is a pity that we did not have a 

preliminary hearing with someone who had knowledge of local government, 

engineering plant hire, and all that. If we had that, it would all have been 

discussed, and I am quite sure that whoever might have been part of that 

procedure, it would have been over and done with in a day. The engineer 
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should have been commended, and not subjected to the remarks made in that 

report. 

Before any similar future hearings, preliminary hearings should be held, and 

people should be accountable for their actions. It was totally deplorable to me 

to find out that I was working with councillors while they were continually I 

thought stabbing us in the back when we were supposed to be working as a 

team. 
CHAIRMAN: Thank you very much for your submissions to the Committee. 

(The witness withdrew) 

(Submission follows, two pages) 
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